Syndicate Strife
Manic Volcanic (ft. Adam Maresca)
Answer: HIGH PRICE
The prompt formats and well-chosen synonyms for the title point to the Family Feud game
show, but something is still not quite right. Further reading into the flavortext and the font choice
leads to a TAS (tool-assisted speedrun) of Family Feud for the Super Nintendo, the most
famous of which abuses the game’s text parser for comedic effect. (If you’re not familiar: enjoy!)
In the game, as long as the correct letters for an expected answer are present in the correct
order, the guess is accepted. Search through the puzzle’s “joke” answers to find legitimate
members of the set that the text parser would accept, then take the indicated letters and
anagram them to make another set member.

Once all 20 of the indicated letter positions are filled, arrange them into the final phrase, and
“scan through” one last time to extract the final answer, HIGH PRICE.

Author’s Notes
Manic: This puzzle is proof that you really can just write about anything you want. The parser
from the TAS video fell so naturally into a puzzle mechanic that it almost felt like cheating. From
there, it was a matter of writing funny clue phrases without ambiguity, which Adam did most of
the heavy lifting on. Some fun facts:






The "something you don't want to hear" category was what I came up with as draft 0,
and survived mostly unchanged to the final version of the puzzle.
SOUL MUSIC is an unfortunate ambiguity, but gives the same extraction and is, in fact,
something I *do* want to hear.
The "cities" category exists solely for the PLAY OUTER WILDS clue phrase.
The visuals are edited screenshots from the SNES Family Feud game, and were added
well after the puzzle's content was finalized.
This is the first puzzle I've ever written! I think it turned out pretty well.

Adam: Maybe Manic and I are the only people in the puzzle community who remember this
TAS, but isn’t inflicting your tastes on others part of what writing puzzles is all about? I had the
most fun writing the natural disaster round; just call me Incredible Reggie. (And ditto on the
SOUL MUSIC thing; not sure what that was about.)

